**Who** is eligible for Maryland i-Pathways?

Maryland residents who are at least 18 years old, officially out of school and meet minimum assessment score requirements.

**What** is Maryland i-Pathways?

Maryland i-Pathways is a teacher-supported online learning program for GED® test preparation, offered at no cost for Maryland residents.

**When** does the next session begin?

Sessions are added regularly based on the number of qualified learners. There is currently a waiting list for classes so take your qualifying pre-tests as quickly as possible to get on the list.

**Where** do I take the online classes?

In the comfort of your home; in the office on breaks, at your local library or coffee shop….MD i-Pathways lessons can be completed anywhere you have regular, reliable access to the internet.

**Why** is Maryland i-Pathways different from other programs?

Maryland i-Pathways may be a good fit for you if you are unable to attend a local class, self-disciplined and organized, comfortable with computers and the internet, and able to commit to a class session of up to 15 weeks. With Maryland i-Pathways you can:

- Study only the lessons you need to be prepared to pass the GED® tests,
- Plan your study time around your work or family schedule and,
- Get personalized feedback and guidance from your online instructor.

**How** can I get more information?

Visit us at [www.mdaeo.org](http://www.mdaeo.org) to learn about the program and submit your online application.